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“There is only one boss. The customer. And he can fire

everybody in the company from the chairman on down,

simply by spending his money somewhere else.” quoted by

Sam Walton.
__________________________________

With our Digital Transformation (DT)

diagnostics, we have pinpointed key

actionable insights to help our clients

reignite their revenue growth.

 

Insufficient digital skills, lack of

understanding of customers’

expectations and ineffective data

strategy were the top challenges

faced. 59% of organizations were

unsuccessful in their digital initiatives,

and this was attributed to mostly

executing without a clear DT blueprint

or not aligning both the DT strategy

and execution plan.

 

Transformation is a continuous

process; organizations will need to

continuously innovate to ride the next

wave of digital innovation as we move

into the next decade. How can you

best enable innovation to meet your

customers' expectations and stay

competitive?
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_____________________________________________________________

Approaching the new decade, I find myself reflecting on the influx of

customers looking to improve their customer retention. According to

a HBR report, retaining an existing customer is 5 to 25-times cheaper

than reaching out to acquire a new one.

 

In the face of stiff competition, we have helped some of our high-

profile clients to reduce their churn rate, winning back a significant

number of customers who thought to have left the brand.

 

With our 3DM (Discovery, Design, Deploy & Measure Impact)

framework, we have leveraged  Design Thinking methodology and

Customer Retention analytics to uncover the top reasons why

customers are leaving and more importantly, how to win them back.

The Customer Retention analytics has also provided us with insights

on which customers are mostly likely to churn. One of the major

insights we have uncovered from this project was inconsistent service

experience delivered at several customer touch points. 

 

As competition intensifies, brand loyalty becomes scarce when

consumers are flooded with choices. When even a 5% increase in

customer retention may lead to significant increases in revenue,

retaining profitable customers should be a top priority for firms in

every industry. Sam Walton couldn't have said any better!



__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Working on the ground, we had the opportunity to speak to business leaders from medium-to-large

organizations. What we have observed is that many of these organizations do not invest in a proper Marketing

and Data strategy that drives the next stage of growth.

 

With our experience in the industry, we have been helping our clients to gain valuable customer insights to

clearly identify their customer segments and better position themselves against their competitors. We have

recently collaborated with our client, a B2B SAAS Ecommerce Provider, to map and track their customer

journey using ANGie™. ANGie™ is our sales and marketing intelligence tool which aids in making data-driven

decisions by uncovering hidden opportunities and improving customer lifetime value.

 

It is crucial for companies to leverage the data they have to fuel growth and customer retention efforts.

Improving return on advertising spend, conversion rates and customer lifetime value are just some of the

outcomes from effective data analytics. As we move into the increasingly digitalised decade, have you been

prioritizing data?

If you’re looking to transform and stay

competitive, please feel free to find out how

our marketing & sales transformation programs

could help you. For more information please go

to: https://www.vktransformation.com. 

 

We would also like to learn about your vision

and priorities over a cup of coffee, as well as

explore how we can help you achieve your

business growth ambition. Reach out to us on

our website and feel free to share our

newsletter. 
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Prioritizing Data to improve the Customer Lifetime Value and the Investment in technology to
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